2021 Variance and Policy Meeting Dates
Policy Review and Variances
All meetings will be virtual until in-person meetings can resume. This document will be updated to provide any updated meetings place if in-person meetings are to resume.

Variance requests and all supporting documents must be received by the Board's Office no later than 12:00 p.m. on the cutoff date.

- **January 20, 2021** – Nahas/Bialke - cut off for receiving variances 12/31/2021
- **March 3, 2021** – Williams/Jassey - cut off for receiving variances 02/12/2021
- **April 14, 2021** – Behm/Schirmer - cut off for receiving variances 03/26/2021
- **May 26, 2021** – Bialke/Metz - cut off for receiving variances 05/07/2021
- **July 7, 2021** – Paradis/Phipps - cut off for receiving variances 06/18/2021
- **August 25, 2021** – Jassey/Schirmer - cut off for receiving variances 08/06/2021
- **October 6, 2021** – Williams/Metz - cut off for receiving variances 09/17/2021
- **November 17, 2021** – Behm/Bialke - cut off for receiving variances 10/29/2021
- **January 5, 2022** – Phipps/Paradis - cut off for receiving variances 12/17/2021